We construct new geon-type black holes in D ≥ 4 dimensions for Einstein's theory coupled to gauge fields. A static nondegenerate vacuum black hole has a geon quotient provided the spatial section admits a suitable discrete isometry, and an antisymmetric tensor field of rank 2 or D − 2 with a pure F 2 action can be included by an appropriate (and in most cases nontrivial) choice of the field strength bundle. We find rotating geons as quotients of the Myers-Perry(-AdS) solution when D is odd and not equal to 7. For other D we show that such rotating geons, if they exist at all, cannot be continuously deformed to zero angular momentum. With a negative cosmological constant, we construct geons with angular momenta on a torus at the infinity. As an example of a nonabelian gauge field, we show that the D = 4 spherically symmetric SU(2) black hole admits a geon version with a trivial gauge bundle. Various generalisations, including both black-brane geons and Yang-Mills theories with Chern-Simons terms, are briefly
Introduction
The term "geon", short for "gravitational-electromagnetic entity", was introduced in 1955 by John Archibald Wheeler to denote a classical gravitational configuration, possibly coupled to electromagnetism or other zero-mass fields, that appears as a long-lived massive object when observed from a distance but is not a black hole [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . While a precise definition of a geon seems not to have been sought, the examples studied in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] had spatial topology R 3 and with one exception an asymptotically flat infinity, where mass could be defined by what are now known as ADM methods. The one exception was Melvin's magnetic universe [4, 7] , which was subsequently deemed not to qualify as a geon, precisely because of its cylindrical infinity [8] . Unfortunately, while Melvin's universe is stable [8, 9, 10] , these geons were not, owing to the tendency of a massless field either to disperse to infinity or to collapse into a black hole. This tendency has more recently been much studied in the context of critical phenomena in gravitational collapse [11] .
In 1985, Sorkin [12] denoted by "topological geons" gravitational configurations whose spatial geometry is asymptotically flat and has the topology of a compact manifold with one puncture, the omitted point being at the asymptotic infinity. This generalises Wheeler's geon in the sense of allowing nontrivial spatial topology and a black hole horizon. An example of a topological geon that is a black hole is the space and time orientable Z 2 quotient of the Kruskal manifold known as the RP 3 geon [13] . This spacetime has an asymptotically flat exterior region isometric to a standard Schwarzschild exterior and is hence an eternal black hole. However, while in Kruskal the spatial hypersurfaces are R × S 2 wormholes with two asymptopias, the spatial topology of the RP 3 geon is RP 3 \ {point at infinity}.
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As an eternal black and white hole spacetime, the RP 3 geon is not an object one would expect to be formed in astrophysical processes. Its interest is that as an unconventional black hole, it provides an arena for probing our understanding of black holes both in the classical and quantum contexts. For example, in [13] the RP 3 geon was used to illustrate a classical topological censorship theorem, and the Hamiltonian dynamics of spherically symmetric spacetimes with geon-type boundary conditions was investigated in [19, 20] . The Hawking(-Unruh) effect on the RP 3 geon was analysed for scalar and spinor fields in [18, 21] , addressing questions about the geon's entropy and its statistical mechanical interpretation. The (2 + 1) dimensional asymptotically AdS analogue of the RP 3 geon was used in [22, 23, 24] to probe AdS/CFT correspondence.
The purpose of this paper is to present new families of geon-type black holes in D ≥ 4 spacetime dimensions for Einstein's theory coupled to gauge fields. We shall not attempt to give a precise definition of "geon-type black hole", but we require the spacetimes to be time orientable and foliated by spacelike hypersurfaces with a single asymptotic region. We also require the asymptotic region to be stationary and 'simple' in a sense that allows conserved charges to be defined by appropriate integrals. We also consider geon variants of certain black branes that appear in string theory. We find that while the RP 3 geon generalises readily into static vacuum geons in any dimension, the inclusion of U(1) gauge fields is more subtle and depends sensitively on the dimension, in most cases requiring the field strength to be a section of a bundle that is twisted by the spatial fundamental group or by some quotient thereof. Such twisting is in particular required for electrically charged Reissner-Nordström in any spacetime dimension and for magnetically charged Reissner-Nordström in even spacetime dimensions. Similarly, while the rotating (2+1)-dimensional black hole has geon-type variants for any values of the angular momentum [25, 26, 27] , we find that that the options for building geons from the rotating Kerr-Myers-Perry(-AdS) solutions [28, 29, 30, 31, 32] depend sensitively on the dimension. With a negative cosmological constant, we also present rotating geons with a flat horizon. As an example of a nonabelian gauge field, we show that the D = 4 spherically symmetric SU(2) black hole [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39] admits a geon variant with a trivial gauge bundle.
We use metric signature (− + + · · · ). Static Einstein-U(1) geons are discussed in section 2 and geons with angular momentum in section 3. The D = 4 spherically symmetric SU(2) geon is constructed in section 4. Section 5 presents a summary and concluding remarks.
Static Einstein-U(1) geons
In this section we discuss Einstein-U(1) geons that have a static asymptotic region. In subsection 2.1 we recall relevant properties of the nondegenerate Gibbons-Wiltshire black holes with static asymptotic regions [40] , and in subsection 2.2 we construct geon versions of these holes. Subsection 2.3 presents examples in the special case of constant curvature transversal space. Generalisations beyond the Gibbons-Wiltshire spacetimes, including generalisations to multiple (i.e., [U(1)] n ) gauge fields, are discussed in subsection in 2.4.
Gibbons-Wiltshire metric
Let D ≥ 4, and let (M, ds 2 ) be a (D−2)-dimensional positive definite Einstein manifold: Writing ds 2 = g IJ dy I dy J , we have R IJ = λ(D − 3)g IJ , where λ ∈ R is a constant. In local Schwarzschild-like coordinates, the D-dimensional Lorentz-signature GibbonsWiltshire metric reads [40] 2
where r > 0, µ and Q are real-valued constants and Λ is the cosmological constant. The spacetime has a Maxwell field whose Faraday two-form is
where α D is a D-dependent constant whose precise value will not be needed in what follows. Equations (2.1) and (2.2) solve the Einstein-Maxwell equations, obtained from the action whose gravitational part is proportional to √ −g (R −2Λ) and Maxwell part to √ −g F ab F ab . When λ is nonzero, it can be normalised to |λ| = 1 without loss of generality by rescaling r, t, µ and Q.
On par with the 'electric' solution given by (2.1) and (2.2), we consider the 'magnetic' solution [55] in which (2.2) is replaced by
where α ′ D is a D-dependent constant and V ds 2 is the volume form (respectively volume density) on (M, ds 2 ) if M is orientable (nonorientable) [56] . Equations (2.1) and (2.3) solve the Einstein-U(1) equations obtained from the action whose gauge field part is proportional to √ −g H a...f H a...f . Henceforth we assume (M, ds 2 ) to be geodesically complete.
We are interested in the situation in which the metric (2.1) extends into an eternal black-and-white hole spacetime in which a bifurcate event horizon at ∆ = 0 [57] separates two exterior regions, both of which are static with respect to the timelike Killing vector ∂ t and extend to a spacelike infinity. This can only occur for Λ ≤ 0, as otherwise ∂ t is not timelike at large r. When Λ = 0, it is necessary that λ > 0, and the parameter range analysis and the conformal diagrams with suppressed (M, ds 2 ) are as for Kruskal and nonextremal Reissner-Nordström [58] . When Λ < 0, λ may take any value, and the parameter range analysis and the conformal diagrams are as in the four-dimensional case [51, 59] , with the correction pointed out in [60, 61] to those diagrams that are shown in [51, 59] as squares.
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Let (M, ds
2 ) denote the spacetime consisting of the four conformal blocks adjacent to the Killing horizon in the conformal diagram. We introduce in (M, ds
2 ) standard global Kruskal null coordinates (U, V, y), in which y denotes a point in M. The metric reads ds
the horizon is at UV = 0, and f and r are smooth positive functions of argument UV . The two-form (2.2) becomes 5) while the expression (2.3) remains valid for H. The static exteriors are at UV < 0 and the interiors at UV > 0. The range of UV depends on the parameters; in particular, UV is bounded below for Λ < 0 but not for Λ = 0. (M, ds 2 ) may be extendible to the future and past through further Killing horizons, but whether or not it is, the conformal diagrams show that (M, ds 2 ) contains all spacelike hypersurfaces that connect the two static regions and are given in the local metric (2.1) by a relation between t and r. Working with (M, ds 2 ) will thus suffice for our purposes. If (M, ds 2 ) is extendible, the quotients in the rest of this paper can be extended in an obvious manner.
To summarise: The spacetime (M, ds 2 ) is an eternal black hole, foliated by wormhole-like spacelike hypersurfaces of topology M × R. The static regions are locally asymptotically flat for Λ = 0 and locally asymptotically anti-de Sitter for Λ < 0. The topology at infinity, while possibly exotic, extends to the horizon and hence does not violate topological censorship theorems [13, 62, 63] . When (M, ds 2 ) is the round two-sphere and Q = 0 = Λ, (M, ds
2 ) reduces to the Kruskal manifold. The electric and magnetic solutions have respectively nonvanishing electric and magnetic charges at the infinities. Suppose first that M is orientable, in which case (M, ds 2 ) is both time and space orientable and the magnetic field strength (2.3) is a globallydefined (D − 2)-form. In the magnetic solution, the magnetic charge density on a hypersurface of constant U and V is the pull-back of H, and (2.3) shows that the magnetic charge per unit volume of (M, ds 2 ) is α ′ Q. In the electric solution, the electric charge density is defined by taking the Hodge dual of F and proceeding similarly, with the result that (with a suitable choice of orientation) the electric charge per unit volume of (M, ds 2 ) is αQ. From the globally-defined time and space orientations of (M, ds 2 ) it follows that the charges at the two asymptopias have the opposite sign.
If M is not orientable, these charge considerations generalise by first passing to the orientable double cover of M and then taking the quotient. For Stokes' theorem on nonorientable manifolds in this context, see [64, 65, 66] .
We have here presented the electric and magnetic solutions in terms of the field strengths, rather than in terms of gauge potentials. We shall do the same for the geon solutions in subsection 2.2. We shall return to the gauge potentials in section 5.
Geon quotient
Suppose that (M, ds 2 ) admits a freely-acting involutive isometry P , and let Γ := Id M , P ≃ Z 2 be the isometry group generated by P . The map
is then a freely-acting involutive isometry on (M, ds 2 ), and it generates the isometry group Γ := Id M , J ≃ Z 2 . J acts in the conformal diagram by the left-right reflection in the displayed two dimensions and by P in the suppressed D − 2 dimensions, from which it is seen that J preserves the time orientation on (M, ds 2 ) and maps the two static regions to each other. The case where the static regions are asymptotically locally flat and the nonstatic regions end at a spacelike singularity is shown in Figure 1 .
The quotient M g , ds
g clearly satisfies Einstein's equations. For Q = 0, there is a sublety in that the two-form (2.5) changes sign under J, and the (D − 2)-density (2.3) may change sign under J depending on the P -action on (M, ds 2 ). Hence M g , ds 2 g with the quotient gauge field solves the Einstein-U(1) field equations iff the field strength can be interpreted as a section of a bundle whose twisting is compatible with these sign changes. We now show that the field strength has this interpretation and describe the bundles in terms of π 1 M g . Let ( M, ds 2 ) be the universal covering space of (M, ds 2 ), and let M, ds 2 be the universal covering space of M, ds 2 . On M, ds 2 , the metric is obtained from (2.4) by the replacements ds 2 → ds 2 and ds 2 → ds 2 , F is given by (2.2), and H by
It follows from the properties of fundamental groups of quotient spaces [67] that discrete group of isometries of M, ds 2 , acting freely and properly discontinuously,
By restricting the action of G to the invariant submanifold at U = 0 = V , we obtain from the groups H G the isomorphic groups H G of isometries of M, ds 2 . It follows that the action of G is free and properly discontinuous, M, ds 2 /Γ = M, ds 2 /G and
Let G + ⊂ G be the normal subgroup that preserves the orientation on M, and let G + ⊂ G be the corresponding subgroup defined by the isomorphism G ≃ G. G/G + is then trivial if M/Γ is orientable and isomorphic to Z 2 if M/Γ is nonorientable. The following proposition shows that three qualitatively different situations arise.
Proposition 2.1 The subgroups H G and G + ⊂ G can occur in the following three combinations: (i) M is orientable and P reverses its orientation. Then
(ii) M is orientable and P preserves its orientation. Then
Proof . Types (i) and (ii) are clear. In Type (iii), the subgroups H G and G + G partition G into four subsets, at least three of which are nonempty by assumption. Examination of the quotient groups G/H ≃ Z 2 ≃ G/G + shows that all four are nonempty and establishes the isomorphism.
Consider now the gauge field configurations in view of this structure. In the quotient of M, ds 2 by G, the electric field strength (2.2) needs to be twisted by G/H, while the magnetic field strength (2.7) needs to be twisted by G/G + , where in each case the nontrivial Z 2 element multiplies the form by −1. The isomorphism G ≃ π 1 M g shows that this twisting defines the field strength as a section of a bundle over M g . Note that as M g , ds 2 g has a global foliation by spacelike hypersurfaces, π 1 M g is isomorphic to the spatial fundamental group of M g .
All the electric and magnetic geons have respectively a nonvanishing electric and magnetic charge at the single asymptopia. This is not forbidden by Stokes' theorem because of the nontriviality of the field strength bundle and/or the role of (non)orientability in Stokes' theorem [64, 65, 66] : the only untwisted field strength occurs for a Type (ii) magnetic geon, which is nonorientable. 4 Note that the only field strength that is twisted by the (spatial) orientation bundle of M g occurs in a Type (ii) electric geon.
In the special case D = 4, in which the electric and magnetic field strengths are both locally two-forms, we can obtain further geons by starting from a linear combination. On the one hand, such constructions are constrained by the requirement that the electric and magnetic parts of the field strength must be sections of the same bundle (so that the linear combination is well-defined). But, on the other hand, we have the opportunity obtain further geons by using the Hodge dual to twist the bundle. Let F 0 and H 0 stand for respectively (2.2) and (2.7) on M, ds 2 . The linear combination
solves then the two-form Einstein-U(1) equations on M, ds 2 for any β ∈ R, and we may understand β identified with period 2π. Fix now the orientation on M, for concreteness but without loss of generality so that * F β = F β+π/2 . For the three types in Proposition 2.1, we then obtain solutions as follows: Type (i). Since H = G + , no additional constraints arise from taking the electric and magnetic parts of the field strength to be sections of the same bundle. Thus, β is arbitrary and the nontrivial element of G/H = G/G + ≃ Z 2 multiplies the field strength by −1. However, the Hodge dual offers no further inequivalent possibilities.
Type (ii). β = π/4 or β = 5π/4 and the nontrivial element of G/H ≃ Z 2 acts on the field strength by the Hodge dual. There is no contradiction with the fact that the Hodge dual squares to minus identity, since the nontrivial element of G/H reverses the orientation on M and the Hodge dual acquires an additional minus sign on orientation reversal.
Type (iii). β = π/4 or β = 5π/4, the nontrivial element of G/H acts on the field strength by the Hodge dual and the nontrivial element of G/G + by the inverse of the Hodge dual. As the nontrivial elements of both G/H and G/G + reverse the orientation on M, there is again no contradiction with the Hodge dual squaring to minus identity.
Examples: Constant curvature transversal space
We have seen that classifying geons within the Gibbons-Wiltshire metrics reduces to classifying quotients of the transversal space M, ds 2 . We now examine these quotients in the special case of constant curvature M, ds 2 .
The quotients are classified in [68] . For any D, we can take G to be the order two group generated by the antipodal map: This is within our Type (i) for even D and Type (ii) for odd D. For even D there are no other possibilities. For odd D, S D−2 has infinitely many other quotients satisfying our subgroup assumptions, all of them Type (ii). 5 The simplest examples arise when G is a cyclic group of even order and H is the subgroup that consists of even powers of the generator; other examples arise by setting the angular momenta in the rotating geons of subsection 3.2 to zero. Note that the only case in which the spatial topology at infinity is the conventional S D−3 is when G is generated by the antipodal map.
5 Type (ii) is the only possibility because all quotients of odd-dimensional spheres are orientable. A reader who wishes to forgo the pleasure of verifying this from the full list of quotients in [68] may prefer the following argument. Let D be odd and let S D−2 /L be a spherical space, where L ⊂ O(D − 1) is a subgroup with a free and properly discontinuous action. Suppose l ∈ L is an element that reverses the orientation of S D−2 , and let L 0 ⊂ L be the subgroup generated by l. Then S D−2 /L 0 is a spherical space. If L 0 has order 2, it follows from page 218 in [68] that l is the antipodal map, but this is a contradiction since the antipodal map for odd D preserves the orientation. If L 0 has order greater than 2, it falls into type I of [68] . In this case equation (7.4.1) and Theorems 5.5.6 and 5.5.11 in [68] show that all elements in L 0 preserve the orientation, which is again a contradiction.
When 
where z > 0 and dx 2 is the standard flat metric on R D−3 , and letting G act on
as in the λ = 0 case. For D = 4, an example of Type (ii) arises when G is generated by a hyperbolic or elliptic Möbius transformation, and an example of Type (i) arises when G is generated by a glide-reflection, a hyperbolic Möbius transformation followed by the reflection about the axis of this transformation. An example of Type (iii) arises when G is generated by a glide-reflection A and a hyperbolic or elliptic Möbius transformation B, with the parameters chosen so that the group acts freely (cf. the pairs of hyperbolic elements analysed in [69] ), and H is generated by A and B 2 . Compact D = 4 examples are discussed in [70, 71] .
Generalisations
We now consider some generalisations beyond the Gibbons-Wiltshire spacetimes.
The quotient technique generalises immediately to brane-like solutions in which the brane dimensions are sufficiently inert. An example in vacuum with Λ = 0 is the product of Kruskal with any positive definite Ricci-flat space. The brane dimensions may offer new choices for the isometry P , and this freedom may in particular be used to make spatially orientable or nonorientable geons as desired. As an example, in the stringy black hole that is the product of the spinless BTZ hole and S 3 × T 4 , choosing P to have a suitable nontrivial action on the T 4 factor gives a spatially orientable geon [22] . The technique also generalises immediately to form fields of more general rank with a pure F 2 action. A generalisation to [U(1)] n form fields is possible and gives new opportunities to twist the bundle by permuting the U(1) components. Terms other than F 2 in a form field action may however bring about new phenomena. For example, a Chern-Simons term, such as that in 11-dimensional supergravity [72] , must be a top rank form when the spacetime is orientable but a top rank density when the spacetime is nonorientable. Finally, including dilatonic scalar fields, such as those in [55, 73] , is straightforward.
There exist generalisations without an asymptotic region of the kind we have assumed above. One example is the Bertotti-Robinson-type extremal limit of (2.1), in which the spacetime is the product of (1 + 1)-dimensional anti-de Sitter space and a constant multiple of (M, ds 2 ). The horizon is then a Killing horizon on the anti-de Sitter space, and the quotient analysis proceeds as in subsection 2.2. In the limit of vanishing curvature, these spacetimes reduce to geon-like versions of Rindler space [18] .
Another example is de Sitter space. The geon-like quotient yields a version in which the spacelike hypersurfaces in the global foliation are not [74, 75, 76 ]. Yet another example occurs when Λ > 0 and the conformal diagram is as for the nondegenerate Schwarzschild-de Sitter solution, with a pattern of black hole and cosmological horizons repeating infinitely in the horizontal direction [77] . It is possible to take a Z 2 quotient using one of the horizons, either a black hole horizon or a cosmological one. The conformal diagram becomes then bounded from (say) the left and infinite to the right. However, it is also possible to take a quotient under a group generated by two involutive isometries, each using a different horizon, so that the conformal diagram becomes bounded both from the left and from the right [76] . In this case the fixed timelike hypersurfaces of the two isometries can be arbitrarily boosted with respect to each other (cf. the discussion in two-dimensional dilaton gravity context in [78] , Figure 14 ). These quotients might offer an arena for probing dS/CFT correspondence [79, 80] .
Finally, the higher-dimensional BTZ hole [48, 81, 82, 83, 84] resembles a geon in that the exterior region is connected. It is however possible to take a Z 2 quotient of this hole, with the effect that the topology at infinity changes and the isometry group becomes smaller. These properties were investigated in the AdS/CFT context in [85] .
Angular momentum
In this section we construct rotating geons. We consider first angular momenta on a torus and then angular momenta on a (non-round) sphere.
Torus
Let (N , ds
2 ) be the planar vacuum Gibbons-Wiltshire hole with Λ < 0. The metric reads ds
where dℓ 2 is the standard flat positive definite metric on R D−2 and f and the range of the Kruskal coordinates (U, V ) are as in (2.4) with Λ < 0 = λ.
be a linearly independent set of translational Killing vectors on (R D−2 , dℓ 2 ), and let
where a (α) are real-valued constants, assumed so small in absolute value that η (α) ·η (α) → ∞ as r → ∞ for each α. η (α) is a set of commuting Killing vectors on (N , ds 2 ). The group H 0 generated by the exponential maps of these Killing vectors acts freely and properly discontinuously, and the quotient (N , ds 2 )/H 0 =: (N 0 , ds [42, 44, 86] .
In taking a geon quotient of (N 0 , ds 2 0 ) we face a new difficulty in that the map
2 ) reverses the signs of the a's. The angular momenta at the two infinities, defined with respect to the global time orientation on (N 0 , ds 2 0 ), therefore have opposite signs. There do exist time-orientation preserving isometries between the two exterior regions, but in general such an isometry needs to invert all the spatial dimensions, which implies that the isometry does not extend into an involutive fixedpoint free isometry of (N 0 , ds 2 0 ). However, in certain special configurations a geon quotient exists. We give two examples.
First, suppose that d ≥ 2, ξ (1) is orthogonal to all others ξ's and a
(1) = b∂ y 1 . Consider on (N , ds 2 ) the isometry
which preserves η (1) and reverses the signs of all other η's. Let G 0 be the group generated by H 0 and J 1 . G 0 acts on (N , ds 2 ) freely and properly discontinuosly, H 0 ⊂ G 0 is a normal subgroup with G 0 /H 0 ≃ Z 2 and (N , ds 2 )/G 0 ≃ (N 0 , ds 2 0 )/Z 2 is a geon. There can be up to D − 3 independent angular momentum parameters.
Second, suppose D ≥ 5, d ≥ 3, ξ (1) and ξ (2) have equal magnitude and are orthogonal to all other ξ's and the only nonvanishing a's are a (1) = −a (2) . Introduce on (R D−2 , dℓ 2 ) the adapted coordinates y = (
and ξ (2) = b∂ y 2 . (Note that ξ (1) and ξ (2) need not be orthogonal.) Consider on (N , ds 2 ) the isometry
which interchanges η (1) and η (2) and preserves all other η's. The quotient of (N , ds 2 ) by the group generated by H 0 and J 2 is then a Z 2 geon quotient of (N 0 , ds 2 0 ). For some block-diagonal configurations there exist Z 2 quotients in which the involutive isometry acts as with J 1 in some blocks and as with J 2 in others. Also, for some configurations further rotating geons may be constructed by a quotient that has order higher than 2, using maps that generalise J 2 to permute an even number of dimensions. We shall not attempt to enumerate all the possibilities here.
Dilatonic fields and antisymmetric tensor fields can be included as with the nonrotating geons.
Sphere
We consider in D ≥ 4 dimensions the rotating Myers-Perry(-AdS) black holes [28, 29, 30, 31, 32] , which solve the vacuum Einstein equations with a vanishing (respectively negative) cosmological constant. We assume positive mass and a nondegenerate horizon. We use the Kruskal coordinates that were explicitly given for a vanishing cosmological constant in [28] and whose construction for a negative cosmological constant is similar.
In the Kruskal coordinates of [28] , a left-right reflection in the conformal diagram reverses the signs of all the angular momenta. An isometry K that involves such a reflection thus needs to include some compensating operation in the D − 2 dimensions suppressed in the diagram. In order that K can be used in the quotient, the group generated by K needs to act freely and properly discontinuously. If the quotient is further required to be continuously deformable to the nonrotating case, no such K exists for even D or for D = 7. For even D, the reason is that in the nonrotating limit G must be the order two group generated by the antipodal map, as discussed in subsection 2.3: as the nontrivial element of G then leaves all the (nonrotating) rotation planes invariant, this element cannot be the limit of an isometry that permutes (rotating) rotation planes. For D = 7, the reason is that in the nonrotating limit G must be either the order two group generated by the antipodal map or one of the higher order isometry groups of the round 5-sphere listed on p. 225 in [68] . The only nontrivial action of G on the three commuting (nonrotating) rotation planes is then a cyclic permutation, and this cannot be the limit of an action on a rotating spacetime since a cyclic permutation of an odd number of angular momenta is equivalent to an overall sign change only when all the angular momenta in fact vanish.
When D is odd and not equal to 7, rotating geons exist. We give an example. First, suppose D = 4p + 1 where p is a positive integer. We define the null Kruskal coordinates (U, V ) by U := v − u and V := v + u, where u and v are respectively the spacelike and timelike Kruskal coordinates of [28] . We denote the first p rotation angles by θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ p ), the associated direction cosines by µ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ p ), the remaining p rotation angles by ϕ = (ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ p ) and the associated direction cosines by ν = (ν 1 , . . . , ν p ). Recall that all the direction cosines are non-negative and satisfy µ 2 +ν 2 = 1, each rotation angle is periodic with period 2π, and that coordinate singularities only occur when the vanishing of a direction cosine makes the corresponding rotation angle ambiguous.
Assume now the angular momentum in each θ i to be the negative of the angular momentum in the corresponding ϕ i . Let q and r i , 1 ≤ i ≤ p, be positive integers such that gcd(r i , 2q) = 1 for all i. Consider the map
where r := (r 1 , . . . , r p ). In words, K 1 effects a left-right reflection in the conformal diagram, interchanges all the paired rotation planes, and rotates in the last p rotation planes by πr i /q. K 1 generates an isometry group of order 4q, this group acts freely and properly discontinuously, and the quotient is a geon. The geon is asymptotically locally flat, the spatial infinity being an order 2q quotient of S 4p−1 and reducing to RP 4p−1
for q = 1. The geon can be written as the Z 2 quotient of the two-exterior hole that is the quotient of the original spacetime under the order q isometry group generated by K 2 1 . Second, suppose D = 4p + 7 where p is a positive integer. We denote the first 2p rotation angles and direction cosines as above, the remaining three rotation angles by (ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ψ 3 ) and their direction cosines by (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 ). The direction cosines are nonnegative and satisfy
, and the periodicities and coordinate singularities are as above. Assume again the angular momentum in each θ i to be the negative of the angular momentum in the corresponding ϕ i , and assume in addition the angular momentum in each ψ i to vanish. Let q and s be positive integers satisfying 4q = 9s, let r i be as above, and let t be a positive integer satisfying gcd(t, 3s) = 1. Consider the map
In words, K 2 acts in the conformal diagram and the first 2p rotation planes as K 1 , permutes the last three (non-rotating) rotation planes cyclically and rotates in one of them by 2πt/(3s). K 2 generates an isometry group of order 4q = 9s, this group acts freely and properly discontinuously, and the quotient is a geon. Spatial infinity is an order 2q quotient of S 4p+5 , the lowest possible value of q now being 9. In both examples the geon has the p rotational Killing vectors ∂ θ i + ∂ ϕ i , i = 1, . . . , p, and in the second example there is an additional rotational Killing vector ∂ ψ 1 + ∂ ψ 2 + ∂ ψ 3 . The angular momenta with respect to all of these Killing vectors vanish. The p independent nonvanishing angular momenta are defined with respect to the Killing line fields ± (∂ θ i − ∂ ϕ i ), i = 1, . . . , p, which can be defined as vector fields in a neighbourhood of infinity but only as line fields on the whole geon. That a rotational Killing line field can have nonvanishing angular momentum on a manifold with one asymptopia was noted in the four-dimensional setting in [66] .
Further examples arise by generalising the isometries in each (θ i , ϕ i ) pair and in the (ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ψ 3 ) triple in non-cyclic ways that can be read off from the list of block-diagonal isometries of the round 3-sphere and the round 5-sphere on pages 224-225 in [68] , and also by using isometries that cyclically permute larger numbers of angles. For example, when there are 2p nonvanishing angular momenta such that the first p are equal and the remaining p have the opposite sign, we can arrange the isometries to permute the 2p rotation planes cyclically. We shall not attempt to enumerate all the possibilities. We suspect however that the quotients shown above have the largest possible number of unequal angular momenta.
Inclusion of dilatonic fields and antisymmetric tensor fields can in principle be discussed as in section 2, although few such solutions are at present explicitly known [87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93] .
Einstein-SU(2) geon
Since the initial discovery of spherically symmetric asymptotically flat Einstein-SU(2) black holes [33, 34] , a large variety of Einstein-Yang-Mills black holes have been found. A fairly recent survey is given in [94] . The nonabelian gauge freedom makes investigation of geon quotients substantially more complicated than in the abelian case, especally as the known solutions tend to be given in gauges in which the spacetime symmetries are not manifest. We address here only one example, the four-dimensional spherically symmetric Einstein-SU(2) hole in which the cosmological constant may be negative or vanishing [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39] . We show that this hole has a geon variant with a trivial gauge bundle.
We follow the notation of [37] . The exterior metric is written in Schwarzschild-like coordinates as
where H and p are functions of r, dΩ 2 = dθ 2 + sin 2 θ dϕ 2 is the metric on the unit two-sphere and (θ, ϕ) are the usual angle coordinates. There is a nondegenerate horizon at r = r h > 0, the exterior is at r h < r < ∞, and the metric functions have the near-horizon expansions
where h 1 > 0. Transforming the gauge field configuration from the singular gauge used in [37] to a regular gauge, by the matrix (9) in [37] with Ω = π/2, we obtain the gauge potential
where τ i are the Pauli matrices as in [37] , n := (sin θ cos ϕ, sin θ sin ϕ, cos θ), and u and w are functions of r with the near-horizon expansions
We define the Kruskal coordinates in the exterior by U = − exp − 2 , and the metric takes the form
where f is a function of UV with the Taylor expansion f = 4h
The gauge potential (4.3) takes the form
where g is a function of UV with the Taylor expansion g = u 1 h
The solution given by (4.5) and (4.6) is clearly extendible across UV = 0 into a two-exterior black hole spacetime (M, ds
2 ) in the standard fashion. As A (0) (4.6) then becomes a globally-defined su(2)-valued 1-form on M, the gauge bundle over M is trivial. Now, the only involutive freely-acting isometry on the two-sphere is the antipodal map P : (θ, ϕ) → (π − θ, ϕ + π), or n → − n. With this P , the isometry J (2.6) plainly leaves A (0) (4.6) invariant. The quotient of (M, ds 2 ) by Id M , J is therefore a geon with a trivial gauge bundle. The ranges of the magnetic and electric charges in the geon are exactly as in the two-exterior hole.
The difference from the spherically symmetric U(1) geons, in which both the electric and magnetic field strengths needed to be twisted, arises from the nontrivial su(2)-valuedness of the gauge field. It can be verified that the 'electric' and 'magnetic' parts of the field strength computed from A (0) (4.6) are both in a hedgehog-like su(2) configuration over the two-sphere.
Conclusions and discussion
In this paper we have constructed new families of geon-type black holes in D ≥ 4 dimensions for Einstein's theory coupled to gauge fields, by taking Z 2 quotients of eternal black hole solutions that have a nondegenerate Killing horizon. In the static vacuum case, the existence of the quotient was equivalent to the existence of suitable isometries on the spatial sections, and antisymmetric tensor fields with a pure F 2 action could then always be included by taking the field strength to be a section of a suitable, and in most cases nontrivial, bundle. With angular momentum, we constructed rotating geons as quotients of the Myers-Perry(-AdS) solution when D is odd and not equal to 7. These rotating geons are asymptotically flat (anti-de Sitter, respectively), but the spatial infinity is a non-trivial quotient of the usual sphere. For other D we showed that rotating geon quotients of the Myers-Perry(-AdS) solution, if they exist at all, cannot be continuously deformed to the static case. With a negative cosmological constant, we constructed geons with angular momenta on a torus at the infinity. Finally, we showed that the D = 4 spherically symmetric SU(2) black hole admits a geon quotient with a trivial gauge bundle.
In the Gibbons-Wiltshire geons of section 2, we analysed the abelian gauge field configuration in terms of the field strength, rather than in terms of the gauge potential. In the electric geons and in the D = 4 magnetic geons, the gauge field can be interpreted as a connection in a principal O(2) bundle. For the electric geons and for the magnetic D = 4 geons with λ ≤ 0, this follows by first interpreting the gauge field on the universal covering space as a connection in the trivial O(2) bundle and then using the disconnected component of O(2) to twist the bundle on taking the quotient. For the D = 4 magnetic geon with λ = 1, a similar argument is not available since the U(1) ≃ SO(2) bundle on the universal covering space is already nontrivial, but the existence of the O(2) bundle can be verified directly. 6 For the D > 4 magnetic geons, the gauge potential issue would need to be addressed in terms of gerbes [95] .
All our solutions have a high degree of symmetry. For the D = 4 solutions with an abelian gauge field, this symmetry is dictated by the uniqueness theorems for stationary black holes [96] . The uniqueness theorems are known not to have a straightforward generalisation to D > 4 [97, 98] , and there are suggestions that the uniqueness violation could be severe [99] . With a nonabelian gauge field, black holes with less symmetry are known to occur even in the static D = 4 context [100, 101, 102] . One would like to understand to what extent our geon quotients generalise to black holes with less symmetry. One would also like to understand at a more general level what kind of hair a geon may have. For example, despite the similarities between the spherically symmetric SU(2) black hole and the spherically symmetric skyrmion black hole of [103, 104, 105] , the skyrmion field configuration is not invariant under the isometry that yielded the SU(2) geon in section 4. What is the situation for, say, the spherically symmetric SU(n) black holes with n > 2 [106] ?
From the viewpoint of string theory, it would be of interest to explore geon versions of black holes that are solutions to supergravity limits of M-theory. String theoretic dualities have provided a microscopic state-counting explanation for the entropy of certain families of such black holes [107] : can D-brane states corresponding to geons be identified and distinguished from those corresponding to other black holes? If yes, do such states successfully account for the physical entropy of the geon?
